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to read in multiple languages at once, drag even the most complex of names onto
the interface. from there, you can easily search for english titles and filters them
out. meanwhile, you can read titles in the language you prefer in different layers.
the interface works great, and the price is very affordable. best of all, the interface
is very simple and intuitive. there is no need to worry about adjusting font sizes, or
the color contrast or images, because mendeley makes most everything look good,
often without having to zoom in. i was in a tea shop in the city of kanpur, india. in
front of me a person was reading a newspaper and my eyes were drawn to an
image of the atlas detector. then i gradually realised the article was about the
discovery of the elusive higgs boson. i returned home to find on every news channel
on tv were stories about the higgs discovery. the next day, i woke up early to buy
newspapers - every paper, whether it was in english, hindi or urdu, had a headline
about the higgs discovery. available languages include the major foreign languages
for americans to learn french, german, spanish, portuguese, arabic, greek, hindi and
urdu, russian and ukrainian, chinese (mandarin and cantonese), japanese, korean,
indonesian, swahili and italian. they also some wonderfully obscure yet important
languages, like finnish, welsh, tamil, tagalog, icelandic, breton, dutch, nepali,
yoruba, haitian creole and hebrew. the feature i want people to know about is the
watched folders feature. this is where can setup a folder on your computer to be
watched, in your mendeley settings. mendeley then automatically syncs every
document you put into the folder. this means you can download documents onto
your machine and you dont have to manually drag and drop everything into your
library.
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comparisons: the comparisons part of aria3 allows you to quickly display, sort and
compare data between documents of different types. importantly, this comparison
can happen not only in one folder but on every folder of the entire system, which

allows to locate, for example, duplicated data found in the file system and
automatically see which file belongs to which dataset. an extension of this feature

will automatically export datasets to a public website, such as
github.com/mendeley/aria3 . it's free, it's easy to use, it's simple to find the files you

want to download, and you don't have to worry about finding the right language
options and settings. and that makes it easy to find the various formats and

subtitles for many different languages for you to download. mendeley user voice
matters, after all. take me off this list, please! please! my netconnect is extremely
slow, and i really don't want to have to download it all one by one. please take me

off this list as i am an innocent victim of others who will steal my uploads! the
number of times i've been on this list is obnoxious.. i'm not even talking about the
spanish - i'm talking about the english version of the list. :) you have won nothing, i
am not going to reward you, just kick you off the list. now i don't have to wait for it

to download 30gb of internet traffic before starting my download. 8) hi, i have a
problem: i have a list of 6,000 pdf documents that i want to put into the same
format (same font, same size, same place in the presentation). if i have all the

documents in the same folder, then i can use some sort of "insert into" function in
mendeley, but that would require me to click 6,000 times. the alternative is to have

them in their own separate folder. i could just move the folder, and create a new
library and update the list. but then i would have to do that for each of the other
6,000 documents. is there any way i can do this without losing the powerpoint
presentation? i think there must be something. thanks! carolina 5ec8ef588b
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